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Restores

Remedies
Essence
AGRIMONY Concealed Distress, Mental torture,
*
Worry
ASPEN*

Fear of unknown things, Unclear,
Unconscious origin
Intolerance and Annoyance

BEECH*

CENTAURY Lack of assertiveness, Weakness, the
*
too willing servitor, the ‘doormat’
CERATO*
CHERRY
PLUM*
CHESTNUT
BUD*
CHICORY*
CLEMATIS*
CRAB
APPLE*
ELM*

GENTIAN*
GORSE*
HEATHER*
HOLLY*
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Keynotes
Inner peace and
Tranquillity
Courage,
Confidence
Tolerance,
flexibility,
Compassion
Assertiveness,
resistance and
confidence

Subtle signs of distress:
e.g. panting, rapid heart
rate
Apprehension, eg fear of
going outside
Bad temper e.g. Intolerant
of changes in diet.
Submissiveness,
compliance, e.g. licking
owners face, always
obedient
Approval seeking, overall
lack of confidence

Lack of confidence, Self distrust, lack Confidence,
of self belief
Strengthen the
personality
Uncontrollable behaviour,
Control, To restore Extreme fear, recurring
compulsiveness
calm
phobias,
E.g. destruction of home
Failure to learn from experiences
Ability to learn
Learning
difficulties, eg bad habits,
toilet training,
Possessiveness, attention seeking
Normal caring and Possessiveness e.g.
protectiveness
attention seeking of owner
Absentmindedness, Boredom,
Alertness, Focus,
Absentmindedness e.g.
Detachment
Interest
lacking concentration
Uncleanliness, infection, Personal
Cleanliness, dignity, Any condition needing
shame or disgust
self-esteem
cleansing
Eg obsessive grooming,
Allergic hot spots
Inadequacy, Overwhelm, loss of will Competence,
Being
Calmness
overwhelmed, eg police
dogs, guide dogs / chronic
illness
Discouragement, Doubt
Perseverance, To res Setback e.g. not be able to
tore drive
go for a walk
Hopelessness, Apathy
Endurance, Hope
Despair
Loneliness, Self Preoccupation, e.g.
Quiet composure
Noisiness,
yapping dogs
inattentiveness eg desire
for company (anyone!)
Malice, Vexation, annoyance,
Harmlessness,
Intense dislike and
Resentful and jealousy,
Compassion,
jealousy e.g. New
tolerance
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HONEYSUC Homesickness, longing for past
KLE*
happiness, nostalgia
HORNBEAM Weakness, Mental fatigue & loss of
*
concentration
IMPATIENS* Impatience, Frustration, Stress
LARCH*

Hesitancy, Low self confidence

MIMULUS* Fear of known things, Anxiety
MUSTARD* Depression and Gloom
OAK*
Lack of resilience in normally strong
animals
OLIVE*
Mental and physical exhaustion
PINE*

Guilt, contriteness, Self blame

RED
Overprotective, Fear for others
CHESTNUT*
ROCK
ROSE*
ROCK
WATER*
SCLERANT
HUS*

puppy/kitten brought into
the home
Adjustment to
Inability to cope with
present
present
circumstances
circumstances, eg homesic
k, loosing a companion
Vitality, restored
Unresponsiveness e.g. dog
mental energy
lacking in energy does not
want to walk
Patience, serenity Irritability e.g. dog running
ahead
Confidence, Self
Loss of confidence e.g.
assurance
dogs in rescue centres
Courage, Calmness Nervousness e.g. Postman,
vets, other dogs/cats
Serenity
Gloominess for no reason!
Resilience, calm and Persistence in spite of
steady
adversity
Strength
Fatigue and exhaustion,
Illness
Positive attitude
Apologetic behaviour –
difficult to establish as
animals don’t really suffer
from guilt.
Confidence, trust
Over concern protective of
young

Acute Terror, Terror

Courage, calm

Rigidity, tightness, Fixed habits,
Mental rigidity
Imbalance, Indecisiveness, vacillation
between options

Flexibility,
spontaneity
Stability, balance,
Clarity and Focus

STAR OF
Mental, emotional and physical shock Mental, emotional
BETHLEHE
and physical calm,
M*
moving forward
SWEET
Extreme mental and physical distress
CHESTNUT*

Endurance

VERVAIN* Over enthusiasm, excessive exuberance Restraint,
e.g. in your face
Composure
VINE*
Dominance of others
Positive leadership
qualities
WALNUT*
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Difficulty in adapting to new
circumstances

Adaptability,
Protection and
stability

Terror, hysteria e.g.
Fireworks
Inflexibility, does not like
change to routine
Imbalance, fluctuation
features
travel sickness
Shock, trauma, grief, Past
trauma e.g. Excellent for
rescue animals where past
is unclear.
Intense pain and distress,
e.g. flank sucking
Hyperactivity, highly
strung
Aggression involving
status and territory,
bullying
Coping with change,
especially with change e.g.
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WATER
Aloofness, reserve, Pride
VIOLET*
WHITE
Preoccupation, Lack of mental
CHESTNUT* tranquillity
WILD OAT* Lack of direction, lack of motivation
and incentive
WILD
ROSE*

Resignation, Giving up the struggle

WILLOW*

Maliciousness, Resentment and
bitterness
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New home, new
companion, New diet etc
Social contact, toget Indifference, especially
herness
when ill
Ability to rest
Restlessness, obsessive
behaviour
Direction, To cataly Unfulfilled, lack sense of
se, energise and
purpose
move forward
The will to live,
Apathy, lack of energy or
enthusiasm, mildly
submissive
Good temper,
Spitefulness, feeling sorry
Ability to let go of for themselves, tail
negative feelings
between legs
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REMEDIES IN PHOTOGRAPHIC DETAIL
Dr Bach believed that the remedies were a “God-sent Gift” to help heal our fears
and anxieties;.’ Our mind being the most delicate and sensitive area of our body’. The
remedies are therefore linked to our emotions. He listed them under 7 headings.
REMEDIES FOR FEAR
Mimulus – Fear of known things – your animal may feel shy or anxious
This bright yellow flower will give your animal true courage, when faced with a known
fearful situation. As you can imagine, the world to an animal can often be filled with things
that are fearful. If an animal is not socialised to as many things as possible when they are
young it can create a situation where your animal is literally scared of their own shadow.
The vet, the postman, the dog next door and the wind whistling through the trees. The list
is endless:-(( Your animal may understandably be anxious but by giving this essence to
them, you will be able to restore calmness and inner courage.

Cherry Plum – Fear of losing your mind – your animal might lose control
Is an ingredient of Rescue Remedy and one of the most useful essences to have. It has so
many uses and animals seem to respond to it beautifully. Dr Bach said that this essence
was for those who 'fear losing control.' The key phrase being 'losing control', which
covers a multitude of possibilities: Your animal bites, over eats, cannot stop licking a sore
spot until it bleeds, chases their tail for hours on end. Any situation where your animal is
totally 'losing it', think Cherry Plum
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Aspen – Fear of unknown things – your animal may feel anxious, but you don’t know
This essence's doctrine of signature perfectly describes its properties. If you look at the
tree with its thin trunk supporting its sprawling branches. It shakes and quivers as the
wind blows through its leaves. It is the tree that rattles at your window, giving you
thoughts of nightmares as to the uncertainty of what this noise could be. Leaving you with
goose bumps and a pounding heart. 'Aspen is the essence for fear without an unknown
cause. It is excellent for nightmares, look for apprehension in your animal when there is
no known cause.

Rock Rose – Your animal feels extreme terror about something – inner panic, horror
This beautiful delicate yellow flower gives nothing away as to its purpose. It is an
ingredient in Rescue Remedy and is a very powerful remedy. It brings calm to animals
who are suffering from extreme terror. They are so scared that their whole body shakes
uncontrollably. Any conscious thought is disabled by this absolute terror. Their flight and
fight response is often to disabled to a point where they actually shut down. This is often
caused by the lack of socialisation that they may have received when they were young,
which means that they find the noises and going’s on in the world they live very hard to
deal with. This fear response can also be caused by abuse. An animal in a ‘Rock Rose’ state
will greatly benefit from this essence.
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Red chestnut – Your animal feels anxious about their loved ones
It is the most natural response for an animal to guard their young as they are instinctively
guarding the survival of their species. It is built into their innate behaviours so that the
species can flourish. However there are times when mothers become so protective of
their young that they can be aggressive. This essence does not take away any motherly
love, it just helps to put things in perspective, so that the mother is less hostile and is able
to enjoy her young as she was meant to be.
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REMEDIES FOR THOSE WHO SUFFER UNCERTAINTY
Cerato – Lack of trust in one’s one decisions – Your animal may seek advice from others
This beautiful flower is originally from Tibet and is the flower for wisdom. Sometimes we
lose confidence in our own decisions and find confidence in what other people say. We
end up on a path that is not our own destiny but that of others. The emotional traits
associated with this essence may be difficult to see in your animal. It will help animals
who are in-decisive, lack confidence with an urge to look for approval from their owners.

Scleranthus – Your animal is unable to choose between two things –possible mood
swings
I am not sure if it was by choice or is just coincidence but Dr Bach was very drawn to
yellow flowers. This yellow common flower which up until recent years grew in corn
fields. Unfortunately due to intensive farming it has now found a home in uncultivated
ground and is less abundant. It is the remedy for uncertainty, where an animal is unable
to choose. For example where they want to sleep or what they want to eat. Scleranthus is
the perfect remedy for travel sickness and mood swings. In fact in any situation where
there is huge imbalance
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Gentian – Disappointment after a set back – Your animal is easily discouraged
This beautiful purple flower is the perfect essence for any setbacks. Unfortunately life is
full of set backs and this includes our animal friends too. The missed walk to the park, the
owner going to work, unscheduled box rest in a stable etc. Don't get this essence confused
with Gorse because on the scale of things Gentian is for when our animals feel
discouraged. By giving this essence we allow the animal to have their perseverance and
drive restored, so they are all fired up to take on another day.

Gorse – Hopelessness and despair – resignation, your animal is giving up
Dr Bach used to put himself into the exact state of the essence, so he understood exactly
how it felt to be in that emotion. Some say that is what affected his life span, as he died a
young man. The Gorse state, is one of hopelessness and despair to a point where your
animal just gives up, They stop eating and just wait for the end. Give your animal Gorse
to bring back their hope, what may seem to be the end for them, is purely a state of mind
and can be remedied by taking this essence.
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Hornbeam – For procrastination – your animal cannot be bothered
Do you ever procrastinate? Putting things off because the thought of doing something is
just so over whelming. Instead you let the housework pile up, I will do it tomorrow and
tomorrow never comes. To label an animal to be in a Hornbeam state is pretty difficult as
they don't procrastinate or put things off. They have an innate survival code and putting
things off could cost them their life. An animal in a Hornbeam state will probably look
fatigued even when they have not done any exercise. They may be mentally unresponsive. If your animal looks like they cannot be bothered, think of Hornbeam as a ray
of sunshine to bring back their oomph.

Wild oat – Uncertainty over direction in life – your animal has reached a cross roads
Like the oats that float from the plant on a windy day and scatter along the countryside
paths and roads. The wild oat never settles. This essence helps those in life who too are
drifting and never decide on their true path. It helps you to see your path more clearly.
Animals have a very good sense of purpose but for those whose path is unclear, this is the
essence for them. Animals become frustrated if there is a lack of uncertainty as to what
they should do next.
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NOT SUFFICIENT INTEREST IN PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES
Clematis –Your animal is a day dreamer- no great interest in life, at the present
This essence has been used with some success to help people with Alzheimer's. I have
used it often with animals but it is important that you understand that you are not
treating the condition, you are treating the individual animal. It is an ingredient in Rescue
Remedy and helps the dazed emotions one may feel when they suffer from a shock. I call
this the day dreamer essence, where we get caught up in our dreams. Dr Bach felt that it
was very important that we all lived in the 'present' Fantasying was another way that we
are not connected to the 'here and now' so our dreams would never become a reality.
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Honeysuckle – Your animal is living in the past rather than the present
This truly wonderful flower essence has a multitude of uses. It is the essence for those
who live in the nostalgic memories of the past. On a basic level, it may be because they
feel that the past was much better than the here and now. Often with rose tinted
glasses. However I have used this essence with an elderly patient suffering with
dementia, trapped in a war memory of not being able to rescue children from a burning
building. This beautiful remedy helped the person to leave that painful memory in the
past, so she did not have to endure that nightmare again. Animals too, that have suffered
from abuse, feel that they cannot let that memory go, they cannot trust again. so It stops
them from living in the present. This essence also works well for animals who suffer from
separation anxiety, it allows them to understand that their owner will only be gone for a
fleeting moment of time.
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Wild Rose – Apathy, your animal just cannot be bothered with life, resignation
This essence is often underrated and underused, yet its powers are quite profound. On
the surface it treats apathy and reassignment to the situation and the circumstances that
an animal may find themselves in. They accept their conditions and don't hold out any
hope for anything better. However on a deeper level, this essence provides a ray of
sunshine to those animals who are resigned to death. It is not the same as a gorse state
as their acceptance is that there is nothing better on the horizon

Olive – Exhaustion following mental or physical effort – your animal is tired
This is the only Bach essence which can be classed as helping a physical condition. It is
for animals who are tired and exhausted after physical and mental work. It restores
strength and energies your animal, so they will be ready to take on another day of hard
work.
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White Chestnut – Your animal cannot prevent thoughts – unable to settle
White Chestnut is often known as the sleeping essence and not because it makes you
sleepy. What it does brilliantly is to stop all of those thoughts rattling through your brain
that keep you wide awake at night. They are reoccurring and will not switch off causing
you to toss and turn as the thoughts keep playing, like a broken record. In animals, they
too are very unsettled, even though it is difficult to know what they are thinking. They
will be pacing and may show stereotypical behaviour.

Mustard – Your animal feels deep gloom or even despair for no reason, dark cloud
descends
Dr Bach just could not get enough yellow flowers, it does seem to be the colour that
predominates his essences. Again this bright yellow flower has magic powers and helps
to alleviate depression in your animal when there is no obvious reason. This foreboding
feeling can be all encompassing as it can trigger desperation in your animal. Just like the
bright yellow sun that breaks up the dark clouds on a sunny day lifting the gloom and
despair, this essence too can offer happiness and joy to your animal
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Chestnut bud – Your animal fails to learn from mistakes, failure to learn by experience
This essence is the perfect essence to give animals when they embark on any kind of
training. It helps them to process the information so that new experiences do not become
too over whelming for them. When they keep making the same mistakes, it tends to knock
their confidence. This essence will help them to make the right choices and to learn
quickly.

LONELINESS
Water Violet – Your animal is aloof and wants to be on your own
The water violet likes to grow in solitary, and this gives the clues as to the uses of this
essence. A water violet type animal tends to be aloof and slightly detached from those
around them. They feel happy in their own company but animals may also be in the water
violet state when they are ill, choosing to find a quiet space. This essence is very useful at
this time
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Impatiens – Your animal is impatient and stressed
The doctrine of signature for this plant is one of impatience. Impatiens flower remedy
treats impatience and irritability that is reflected in the shooting explosions of seeds from
the plant, when the pod is ripe. This plant also grows rapidly compared to most plants.
Animals that become impatient can become stressed and highly strung. They may be
impatient to get out for their walk. They are always thinking of the next thing, so not
savouring the exact moment. They may pull on their lead or get crotchety when their food
is not on time. They may be unable to stand still.

Heather – Your animal is self-centred, seeking company of anyone
I love this essence and it is because I often meet Heather type people. They are so full of
their own needs that they cannot feel empathy for others. I suppose because I am a
Centaury type, I listen to their never ending stories about themselves, even when I may
have somewhere important to be. A Heather trait in an animal can be easily seen in
animals who are looking for attention and that can be from anyone. They are literally in
your face saying 'look at me, look at what I am doing. Listen to me, listen to how clever I
am at barking, sitting on your lap, following by your feet.
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OVER-SENSITIVE TO INFLUENCES AND IDEAS
Agrimony– Your animal hides their worries, mental torture behind a cheerful face
One of the more difficult Bach Essence to identify in an animal. Why? Animals are open,
they do not conceal their emotions like humans do. They are honest in how they feel. Yet!
that does not mean they are not in an Agrimony state. They may be panting, showing signs
of un-easiness, they are giving you signals you just have to listen to what they are saying.

Centaury – Your animal is over anxious and has the inability to say no
Doctrine of Signature: The Centaury flower looks like the sun and follows the sun through
the day. It opens and closes with the sun rise/set. This shows an affinity to the heart. Dr
Bach called those who were a 'Centaury' type, the salt of the earth. Their kindness to
serve, even when it did not benefit their own wellbeing often means they are used as a
door mat. Once walked over too many times, the mat shaken they 'growl' then go back to
their subservient ways. This essence will restore confidence in your animal with a certain
swagger of assertiveness. Use this essence if you animal is showing submissive
behaviour.
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Walnut – Protection from any change in life e.g., new home, new friend
The walnut with its hard exterior acts as protection from outside influences. This
powerful essence can be used for a variety of situations, where change is involved. Change
of owner, environment, food, circumstance etc. It can be used where animals are going
through a period of change for example from puberty to adulthood. It also breaks links
with the past so is a wonderful remedy to use with Rescue animals.

Holly – Your animal is jealous and may hate
It is easy to see the doctrine of signature in this plant. It has prickly spikes that if they
should catch your hand will make you bleed just like the colour of the berry, it hurts. Holly
is the remedy for bitterness, jealousy, suspicion, spite and hatred. I don't think you can
attribute these traits to an animal as they are very human emotions. However when an
animal is devoid of love in their life they can lash out, they can be intolerant of new animal
members to the household. When their heart is closed (often caused by animal abuse) it
can be very difficult for them to love again.
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FOR DESPONDENCY OR DESPAIR
Larch- Your animal is lacking confidence, expecting failure
In life we often miss out on adventure, as we are too scared to put ourselves out there,
lacking confidence in our own ability, believing that we will fail. Animals too, for many
reasons can lack confidence, so therefore need to be reassured. This is a great essence for
'rescue animals' who have suffered from a knock to their confidence. Animals that have
been convalescing, training, new owners and surroundings etc. Often need their vitality
and belief to be restored. They may feel like a failure but when they take this essence they
will feel like they can
succeed in any area of their life.

\

Pine- Your animal is feeling guilty even when it is not their faultDo animals feel guilty?
I am not sure if it is guilt but I have definitely seen my dogs who usually bound down the
stairs in the morning to be let out, sit quietly and wait until I have entered the kitchen,
where I find the bin emptied all over the floor. I cannot say it is guilt but it is a definite
knowing. Guilt is such a human emotion. How can we assume that an animal feels guilt?
How can we measure this in our animals? This essence is for guilt whether it be by fault
or caused by something out of ones control.
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Elm- For those who are usually confident - your animal is feeling overwhelmed
When you think of the Elm essence think of the word 'overwhelmed'. Animals lack
confidence when faced with long term illness's, training issues, new circumstances etc.
They are usually confident but are worn down by being over burdened which can make
them feel inadequate. This essences restores competence and calmness

Sweet Chestnut- The anguish is so great- unbearable to carry for your animal
There are degrees of depression and this is the essence that treats animals who have
come to a point emotionally where death is not an option. They have such a level of
anguish that even death my not take away the emotional pain. When you get to be in this
emotional state everything has been tried. An animal self mutilating is in a Sweet
Chestnut state
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Star of Bethlehem- Your animal is feeling grief, shock, bereavement, shock of fall, accident
etc
This is probably one of the most famous Bach flower essences. It is an ingredient of
Rescue Remedy and is the essence used most commonly in situations of grief and trauma,
especially where there is shock. I would always consider this remedy when helping
rescue animals. You can bet your bottom dollar that the animal has suffered from some
kind of shock. It is a true story that Laurence Olivier purchased a bottle of Star of
Bethlehem whenever he was on stage in London. He would down a whole bottle before
his performance. It was most likely symbolic as he would have only needed 2 drops from
the bottle which is the same as the whole bottle. It is not the quantity that matters but the
frequency

Willow- Your animal is feeling sorry for themselves - resentment, bitterness, self pity,
being treated unfairly by life
This is an easy remedy to remember, when you think of the term 'wallowing willow' Ba,
Ba, Ba, Ba, Ba, bleating poor me, poor me poor me. The animals caught up in this emotion
feel desperately sorry for themselves and their life is full of woe. Of course animals due
to their survival skills are very rarely going to feel sorry for themselves. This is a luxury
that humans alone seem to have bestowed upon themselves, they are experts at looking
for sympathy. It is difficult to spot in animals as they were put on this earth with more
important things to do and a sense of feeling sorry for themselves is not always their
highest priority
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Oak – Your animal is exhausted but struggles on
The mighty oak tree stands proudly in the forest. Its strong leaf canopy protecting the
young saplings and animals below. Only after a storm has hit the forest and the mighty
oak has fallen laying bare its inner truck, is the true devastation seen. The oak's centre is
filled with decay, yet somehow it has stood strongly for years supporting the forest. An
oak animal will keep plodding on past exhaustion, taking little care of itself to a point that
they will become ill. Their sense of duty is very strong and any illness or setback is classed
as an inconvenience,

Crab apple –Your animal is obsessed with uncleanliness
This
essence
is
the
perfect
essence
for
repetitive behaviour such
as steriotypical behaviour shown in animals, Box weaving, excessive licking
etc. Steriotypical behaviour is a way that an animal can release their stress by performing
a ritual that serves no purpose. Dr Bach called this the cleansing essence and is the 6th
ingredient in Rescue cream. It is excellent for animals who have a flea infestation or
similar and can be used as a detox after operations or vaccinations.
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OVERCARE FOR THE WELCARE OF OTHERS
Chicory – Your animal loves you so much he/she will not leave your side and wants all of
your attention
The Chicory animal is always looking for attention, always under your feet, they are
demanding and can be very yappy.

Vervain – Your animal is FULL of enthusiasm and cannot settle
The vervain state is one that is admirable as it echo's emotions of enthusiasm. When you
are enthusiastic your spirits are very high but the down side is that you can get so caught
up in this feeling that you can often miss what is going on in front of your very own eyes.
Dr Bach always wanted us to live in the here and now. Although enthusiasm can have a
very positive outcome. This essence is brilliant for animals who are SO enthusiastic it
becomes SO over whelming for owner and animal.
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Vine – Your animal is a bully
A good way to remember this remedy is to think of a bully. Animals naturally need a
hierarchy structure, as this is what keeps the peace in the heard or the pack. A 'Vine' type
is when an animal is over bearing and is showing bullying traits to the other animals.
They like to be in charge and like to dictate the rules, feeling that what they decide is the
best course of action, (It is the opposite remedy to Centaury)

Beech – Your animal feels critical of or intolerant towards others/change
What did Dr Bach see in the Beech tree? It is a hardwood, yet it only has a shallow root
system. It is a beautiful tree to look at and does have presence. In its essence form, it
restores emotions of 'intolerance' 'inflexibility' and 'annoyance' Look for examples in
your animal of 'inflexibility to change in diet, walks, location etc. Can your animal be bad
tempered? What do you think?
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Rock Water – Your animal is ridged and will not changeWhat lead Dr Bach to discover the
properties of Rock Water? Maybe it was his frequent walks in the countryside that helped
him realise, that if flowers have a unique energy, then so must everything else. Spiritual
places have a unique energy, and this has been harnessed by other Flower Essences
producers. Rocks are ridged and inflexible and yet the water over a period of time softens
the rocks. This essence is for those who set themselves punishing targets and will not
stop until they have reached them. In animal terms I would use this essence when the
word 'inflexible' comes to mind.

‘BE SURE TO STOP AND SMELL THE FLOWERS’

,
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Caroline xXx

www.emotionalhealing4animals.co.uk
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NOTES
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